Pinning Down the Anomalous Light Soaking Effect toward High-Performance and Fast-Response Perovskite Solar Cells: The Ion-Migration-Induced Charge Accumulation.
The light soaking effect (LSE) is widely known in perovskite solar cells (PVSCs), but its origin is still elusive. In this study, we show that in common with hysteresis, the LSE is owed to the ion migration in PVSCs. Driven by the photovoltage, the mobile ions in the perovskite materials (MA+/I-) migrate to the selective contacts, forming a boosted P-i-N junction resulting in enhanced charge separation. Besides, the mobile ions (MA+) can soften and suture the PCBM/perovskite interface and thus reduce the trap density, in keeping with a higher open-circuit voltage. Finally, almost LSE-free PVSCs can be prepared by using 0.1 wt % MAI-doped PCBM as the electron transport material, whereas overdoping (1 wt % MAI doping) makes the LSE even more pronounced due to excess mobile ions that need time to migrate to reach a new quasi-static state.